Let's go to the Mini Mass!

What the heck is it?

mini mass n.

1: bicycles riding together in a traffic lane, as one vehicle, for safety and company.

2: a vision of a world in which public space is transformed to make room for a more human community where people can meet and enjoy each other.

3: its whatever you want it to be!

A weekly tradition since oh, maybe a year or so

Meet us on Fridays at 5:45 at Justin Herman Plaza

FUN! FREE! HEALTHY! MiniMass!

Let's go to the

*Drinking and cycling is in no way endorsed by Critical Mass™

Join us!

Run! Healthy! Free!

The Friday mini

A weekly tradition since oh, maybe a year or so

Meet us on Fridays at 5:45 at Justin Herman Plaza

Get on the CM mailing list!
http://cycling.org/mailing.lists/sf-critical-mass/